We report on the design and development of a parallel frontal code for the numerical solution of the large sparse highly unsymmetric linear systems of equations that arise in industrial-scale chemical process engineering. The code has been developed as routine HSL MP43 for the mathematical software library HSL 2000 http: www.cse.clrc.ac.uk Activity HSL. The main design goals for HSL MP43 were: portability, ease of use, e ciency, and exibility. We discuss how each of these objectives are addressed within HSL MP43 and illustrate the performance of the code using a range of large-scale problems from chemical process simulation and optimization.
The repeated solution of large sparse highly unsymmetric linear systems of equations is generally the most computationally expensive step in the simulation of large-scale chemical processes, often requiring in excess of 90 per cent o f t h e total run time. One possible approach to reducing the computational time while also allowing larger problems to be solved, is to employ parallel algorithms that can be e ciently implemented on modern supercomputers. In a recent paper, Mallya, Zitney, Choudhary and Stadtherr 1997 introduced a parallel frontal solver PFAMP that was developed using the frontal code FAMP Zitney and Stadtherr, 1993, Zitney, Brull, Lang and Zeller, 1995. Mallya et. al. demonstrated the potential of their parallel frontal solver for the linear systems arising in chemical process engineering and, through the use of a number of practical examples, illustrated the reduction in the wallclock times that can be achieved when solving such systems.
Although the results presented by Mallya et. al. are encouraging, PFAMP has a number of limitations. Firstly, the code was developed at Cray Research, Inc. and the University of Notre Dame speci cally for use in the context of process simulation: the code is not generally available or designed for use on platforms other than CRAY machines. Secondly, P F AMP does not incorporate row ordering and so the e ciency of the code is dependent upon the ordering supplied by the user. This limits the class of problems on which the code works well. Furthermore, although the frontal solver FAMP uses partial pivoting, the parallel code incorporates more restrictive threshold pivoting. In this paper, we describe the design and development of a new general-purpose parallel solver that aims to overcome these problems. The code, HSL MP43, has been developed for the mathematical software library HSL 2000 HSL, 2000 and is available for use under licence see http: www.software.aeat.com HSL2000 for details. HSL MP43 exploits the well established frontal solver MA42 of Scott 1993, 1996b . It is written in standard Fortran 90 with MPI for message passing. This makes the code portable and allows it to be run on any platform on which MPI is available. The code is not restricted to solving process simulation problems: HSL MP43 may be used to solve a n y unsymmetric sparse linear system of equations that can be preordered to bordered block diagonal form. A k ey feature of the code is its use of the recent r o w ordering strategy of Scott 2000b . Furthermore, by appropriate preordering of the system matrix, HSL MP43 is able to use partial pivoting for stability and performance is enhanced through the use of block pivots. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall the frontal and multiple front methods. The design and development of our parallel frontal solver HSL MP43 is then discussed in Section 3. Numerical results are presented in Section 4. The performance of HSL MP43 is also compared with that of the frontal code MA42 and the well known general-purpose sparse direct linear solver MA48 of Du and Reid 1996 . Finally, in Section 5, we make some concluding remarks.
We end this section by i n troducing the test problems that we will use throughout this paper to illustrate the performance of HSL MP43. The problems 2 are listed in Table 1 .1. A y indicates the problem is included in the University o f Florida Sparse Matrix Collection Davis, 1997 . The remaining problems were supplied by Mark Stadtherr of the University of Notre Dame. The symmetry index sA of a matrix A is the number of matched nonzero o -diagonal entries that is, the number of nonzero entries a ij , i 6 = j, for which a ji is also nonzero, divided by the total number of o -diagonal nonzero entries. Small values of sA indicate a matrix is far from symmetric while values close to 1 indicate an almost symmetric sparsity pattern. We see that the test problems, with the exception of the ethylene problems, are all highly unsymmetric. Unless stated otherwise, the numerical results presented in this paper were computed on the SGI Origin2000 in Manchester, UK. All timings are wallclock times given in seconds and, in each case, are the minimum times over 10 runs. The MONET code of Hu, Maguire and Blake 2000 was used to preorder the matrix to singly bordered block diagonal form see Sections 2.1 and 3.4.6.
2 The frontal and multiple front approaches
Background
We start by recalling the key features of the frontal and multiple front approaches. Our interest lies in solving the linear system Ax = b; 2.1 where the n n matrix A is large and sparse, and the right-hand side vector b and solution vector x are of length n. The frontal method is a variant o f Gaussian elimination and involves the matrix factorization A = P L U Q ; 2.2 2 THE FRONTAL AND MULTIPLE FRONT APPROACHES 3 where P and Q are permutation matrices, and L and U are lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively. The solution is completed by performing the forward elimination P L y= b; 2.3 followed by the back-substitution U Q x= y: 2.4
The main feature of the frontal method is that the nonzero entries of A are added assembled one row at a time into a small dense matrix, termed the frontal matrix. Once the last row with an entry in column l has been assembled, column l is said to be fully summed. P artial pivoting is performed on each column as it becomes fully summed. The pivot rows and columns are eliminated and an outer-product update on the remaining frontal matrix is performed. Since the frontal matrix is held as a full matrix, dense linear algebra kernels in particular, high-level BLAS Dongarra, DuCroz, Du and Hammarling, 1990 can be used for these updates, and it is this that allows the frontal method to perform at high Mega op rates see, for example, Du and Scott, 1994a . By writing the rows and columns of the matrix factors as they are generated on to disk for example, in direct-access les, the frontal method may b e implemented using only a small amount of main memory. The memory required is dependent on the size of the largest frontal matrix. The number of oatingpoint operations and the storage requirements for the matrix factors are also dependent on the size of the frontal matrix at each stage of the computation. Since the size of the frontal matrix increases when a variable enters the frontal matrix for the rst time and decreases whenever a variable is eliminated, the order in which the rows are assembled is crucial for e ciency.
The frontal method has been used successfully for almost thirty y ears to solve a wide variety of problems. However, for modern computers, a major de ciency of the method lies in its lack of scope for parallelism other than that which can be obtained within the high-level BLAS. To circumvent this shortcoming, for problems arising from nite-element applications Du and Scott 1994a proposed allowing a small number of independent fronts in a somewhat similar fashion to Benner, Montry and Weigand 1987 and Zang and Liu 1991 see also Zone and Keunings, 1991. Mallya et al. 1997 proposed extending this idea to non-element problems.
In the so-called multiple front approach for general unsymmetric problems, the matrix must be preordered to singly bordered block diagonal form 0 B B B @ where the rectangular diagonal blocks A ll are m l n l matrices with m l n l , and the border blocks C l are m l k. I f k l k is the number of columns of C l with at least one nonzero entry, the ordering needs to be chosen so that k is as small as possible and k l n l . Ideally, the blocks should also be of a similar size. A partial LU decomposition is performed on each of the matrices A ll C l 2.6 using the frontal method. This can be done in parallel. As the rows of 2.6 are assembled, n l variables become fully summed and may be eliminated. These variables correspond to the columns of A ll ; the k l columns of C l do not become fully summed because they have e n tries in at least one other border block C j j 6 = l. Because the A ll are, in general, rectangular, at the end of the assembly and elimination operations, for each block there will remain a frontal matrix F l of order m l , n l k l . The variables that remain in the front are termed the interface variables and the sum F of these remaining frontal matrices is the interface matrix. The k k interface matrix may also be factorized using the frontal method. Once F has been factorized, block forward eliminations and back-substitutions can be performed in parallel to complete the solution.
HSL MP43 multiple front algorithm
We n o w outline how the multiple front algorithm is implemented within our new multiple front c o d e HSL MP43. W e assume the matrix has been preordered to singly bordered block diagonal form and that p processes are used p N, with one process designated as the host. The host performs the initial checking of the data, distributes data to the remaining processes, collects computed data from the processes, solves the interface problem, and generally overseas the computation. With the other processes, the host also participates in local row ordering and in generating the partial LU decompositions.
Algorithm HSL MP43:
Initialize: performed by host.
Assign an equal or near equal number of submatrices to each of the p processes. Reorder parallel, optional Each process generates a local row ordering for each of its assigned submatrices A ll ; C l see Section 2.3 and sends estimated op counts for the frontal solver applied to the submatrix based on this local ordering to the host. We denote by P l the permutation matrix that corresponds to the local row ordering for submatrix l. The host uses the op counts to redistribute the submatrices between the processes ready for the factorization. The aim is to achieve a good load balance in terms of ops.
Frontal factorization parallel
For each of its assigned submatrices, process p j performs the following steps: A symbolic analysis using the sparsity pattern of the matrixÂ l , whereÂ l is the m l + 1 n l + k l matrix
where the kth entry of the vector d l is nonzero if and only if column k of C l has at least one nonzero entry. The symbolic analysis determines when each column of P l A ll is fully summed and computes memory requirements for the frontal elimination.
The frontal elimination on P l A ll ; P l C l , incorporating partial pivoting for numerical stability. Note that, because the symbolic analysis was performed on the matrixÂ l , which has an additional row, the columns of P l C l do not become fully summed and in this way eliminations are restricted to the columns of P l A ll . Storage of the computed columns of L and rows of U. The rows and columns remaining in the frontal matrix are passed to the host for assembly. Interface p r oblem: host. The frontal method is used on the host to factorize the interface matrix. Note that by using the frontal method, explicitly assembly the interface matrix is avoided.
Solve parallel. Forward elimination on the submatrices is followed, on the host, by forward elimination and back-substitution for the interface problem. Back-substitution on the submatrices completes the computation of the solution.
The above algorithm is modi ed if right-hand vectors b are available at the time of the frontal factorization. In this case, forward elimination operations are performed as the partial L and U factors are generated. The frontal method then computes the solution for the interface variables and back-substitutions on the submatrices give the nal solution.
HSL MP43 is written using the well established frontal code MA42 Du and Scott, 1993 . In particular, on each process subroutines from the MA42 package are used to perform the symbolic analysis, the frontal factorization, and the forward elimination and back-substitution operations. The host also uses MA42 to solve the interface problem.
Local row ordering
In a recent paper, Scott 2000b demonstrated the importance for the performance of the multiple front algorithm of having a good local row ordering 6 for each of the submatrices. It is of particular importance if a number of matrices having the same sparsity pattern are to be factorized or if the factors generated are to be used repeatedly for solving for di erent right-hand sides b. In such instances, the e ort spent on generating a good row ordering pays dividends in the resulting reductions in the overall computational times and the storage requirements. In the last few years, a number of algorithms for automatically ordering the rows of A for use with frontal solvers have been proposed see Scott, 2000a . The most successful methods currently available are the MSRO methods of Scott 1999 . Scott 2000b proposed modifying the MSRO algorithm to take i n to account the columns that are not fully summed within the submatrix. A Fortran code MC62 implementing the modi ed MSRO algorithm has been developed for HSL 2000 and is used by HSL MP43.
Numerical pivoting
We observe that preordering A to the form 2.5 allows the multiple front method to incorporate partial pivoting to ensure numerical stability. By contrast, the code PFAMP requires the matrix to be preordered to the form 0 B B B B B @ A 11 A 22 :::
The frontal solver is applied to the diagonal block A ii and the corresponding portion of the border S i . Pivot rows can only be chosen from A ii because the border rows are shared by more than one diagonal block. Thus propose a partial-threshold pivoting strategy. This is not only more timeconsuming but can cause pivots to be delayed, resulting in an increase in the size of the local frontal matrix beyond that predicted by the symbolic analysis phase and an increase in the size of the interface problem. These increases may lead to higher op counts and denser factors see for further discussion.
3 The design of HSL MP43
In this section, we l o o k a t h o w the new parallel frontal solver HSL MP43 has been designed to achieve the objectives of being portable, user-friendly, e cient, and exible. We consider each of these goals in turn.
Portability
To ensure the code can be used on a wide range of modern computers, HSL MP43 is written in standard Fortran 90 and uses MPI for message passing. Fortran 90 was chosen not only for its e ciency for scienti c computation but also because it o ers many more features than Fortran 77. In particular, HSL MP43 makes extensive use of dynamic memory allocation and this allow s a m uch cleaner user 7 interface. MPI was chosen since the MPI Standard is internationally recognised and today it is widely available and accepted by users of parallel computers.
HSL MP43 does not assume that there is a single le system that can be accessed by all the process. This enables the code to be used on distributed memory parallel computers as well as on shared memory machines. One of the options o ered by HSL MP43 is for the matrix factors to be held in direct-access les. This allows much larger problems to be solved than would otherwise be possible and further increases the portability of the code by enabling it to be run on machines where each process has only a limited amount of main memory.
User interface
A k ey design aim for HSL MP43 was a user interface that is straightforward and, at the same time, o ers exibility through a variety of options. Our intention was that it should be possible for the code to be used by those who have only a basic knowledge of MPI The derived datatype has many components, only some of which are of interest to the user. A number of components must be set by the user. These include the components that de ne the sparsity pattern of A and the bordered block diagonal form. Other components are used by the package to provide the user with information on the computation including frontsizes, op counts, and factor storage. Full details of the derived datatype are provided in the user documentation.
Prior to the rst call to MP43A, the user must initialize MPI by calling MPI INIT on each process. The user must also de ne an MPI communicator for the package. The communicator de nes the set of processes to be used. HSL MP43 then has ve separate phases:
Initialize: checks user data, sets control parameters. Analyse: combines local row ordering and symbolic analysis Factorize: performs the partial LU factorization of the submatrices and factorization of the interface problem.
Solve: uses the computed factors to solve for right-hand sides b. Finalize deallocates arrays and optionally deletes les holding matrix factors. The job" parameter dataJOB determines which phase is to be performed. Each phase must be called in order by each process, although the solve phase is optional, and the analyse and factorize phases may be combined in a single call. If right-hand side vectors b are passed to the factorize phase, the solution x is returned to the user at the end of that phase. If the user wishes to use the matrix factors generated by the factorize phase to solve for further right-hand sides, the solve phase should be called. The user may factorize more than one matrix at the same time by running more than one instance of the package; an instance of the package is terminated by calling the nalize phase.
The symbolic analysis and factorization of the submatrices are performed using the frontal code MA42. W e remark that MA42 is a reverse communication code: each time a row of the matrix being factorized is required, control is returned to the calling programme. The user of HSL MA43 is shielded from this reverse communication: once the user has supplied the submatrix data, the computation proceeds without further action on the user's part. This arguably makes HSL MA43 a simpler code to use and may make it the code of choice, even on a single processor machine. Performance comparisons are included in Section 4.
E ciency
When designing HSL MP43, particular attention was paid to making the code e cient across a range of computer platforms. As already mentioned, the frontal method is able to exploit dense linear algebra kernels. In particular, the frontal code MA42 uses Level 3 BLAS during the numerical factorization to perform the outer-product updates to the frontal matrix after pivot rows and columns have been selected. Level 3 BLAS are also used during the solve phase when solving simultaneously for multiple right-hand sides; for single right-hand sides, Level 2 BLAS are used. The use of BLAS by MA42 is explained in detail by Du and Scott 1996b . E ciency is achieved by using tailored implementations of the BLAS. In the context of nite-element applications it is often the case that a number of variables become fully summed at the same assembly step. Cli e, Du and Scott 1997 demonstrated that the computational time required by the frontal method may be reduced by performing more than one assembly at a time and delaying computing the outer-product updates until a block of pivots is available. Delaying updating enhances the proportion of the computation performed by Level 3 BLAS at the cost of increasing the number of ops and the numberof entries in the factors. There is thus a trade-o between the use of Level 3 BLAS and the computational cost. HSL MP43 uses a modi ed version of MA42 that permits the user to specify the minimum pivot blocksize; assembly of rows into the front continues until either there are no rows left to assemble or the number of fully summed columns is at least as large as the minimum pivot blocksize. In Table 3 .2, factorization and solve times for a single righthand side are presented for our test problems for a range of di erent minimum pivot blocksizes. The results are for a single processor of the Origin2000 and, in each case, the number of blocks in the singly bordered block diagonal form is 4. Based on our numerical experiments, the default value for the minimum pivot blocksize has been chosen to be 8 in HSL MP43. We remark that Mallya and Stadtherr 1997 considered using 2 2 pivots within an early version of their multiple front code. The 22 pivots allowed the use of Level 3 BLAS but 9 Table 3 .2: Timings for the factorize and solve phases for di erent minimum pivot blocksizes Origin2000. Mallya and Stadtherr found the performance of their code was not enhanced. They attributed this to the fact that they had available a highly optimized assembly language Level 2 BLAS routine but had no comparable optimized Level 3 BLAS routine. For chemical process engineering applications, the user is often interested in factorizing the matrix A and then using the factors to solve repeatedly for one right-hand side after another. Through its use of the BLAS, MA42 is most e cient when solving for multiple right-hand sides. When used for solving a single right-hand side, MA42 has been found to be relatively slow compared with other sparse solvers from HSL 2000, in particular, the solve phase of MA48 can be signi cantly faster than MA42 see Du and Scott, 1996a. To allow BLAS to be used when performing the forward elimination and back-substitution operations, MA42 uses direct addressing see Du and Scott, 1996b . Provided the minimum pivot block size and number of right-hand sides are su ciently large, the overheads of copying active components of the solution to and from small dense vectors are o set by the gains from using the BLAS. However, for small pivot blocks with a single right-hand side, we h a ve found it is more e cient to use indirect addressing even though the BLAS cannot then be used. This is illustrated by the results presented in Table 3 .3, which are for the solve phase of HSL MP43 for a single right-hand side with and without Level 2 BLAS. The runs were performed on 4 processors of the Origin2000, using the default minimum pivot block size. We see that, in each example, the solve phase is more e cient if Level 2 BLAS is not used. Fo r a n umber of problems, not using Level 2 BLAS reduces the solve time by about one third.
Flexibility
The call to the initialize phase of HSL MP43 assigns default parameters to the control parameters. These parameters control the action and o er the user a number of options. It is these options that make the package exible. We n o w discuss the main options. Full details of all the control parameters and options are given in the user documentation for HSL MP43.
Input of matrix data
By default, the submatrices A ll ; C l are held in direct-access les and the data required by a particular process must be readable by that process. For each submatrix, the data is read row-by-row as required by the process to which i t is assigned. This minimises main memory requirements and data movement between processes. Alternatively, the user may hold the submatrix data in unformatted sequential les so that the data required by a process is again read by that process. If this option is used, the data for all the rows in a submatrix is read in at once, requiring more memory but, again, movement o f data between processes is minimised. Options also exist for the host to read the data for each of the submatrices from sequential les or, alternatively, the user may supply the matrix data using input arrays on the host. The latter form is useful if the host has su cient memory and the overhead for using direct-access or sequential les is high. If the data is input onto the host, there is an added overhead of sending the appropriate data from the host to the other processes. Since the host is also involved in the block factorizations, this distribution of matrix data is carried out before the factorization commences.
The use of direct-access les
The user may c hoose whether to hold the partial factors in main memory or in direct-access les. Sequential les may also be used to store the data that remains in the local frontal matrices after the partial LU decompositions. This reduces main memory requirements further and allows larger problems than could otherwise be handled to be solved. However, the extra I O involved can increase the overall computational time and so we suggest holding the factors and local frontal matrices in main memory unless the problem is too large to be accommodated.
Use of MC62 for local row ordering
Reordering the rows of the submatrices using the HSL ordering routine MC62 is optional. Although the MSRO algorithm as implemented by MC62 has been shown by Scott 1999 to perform well on a wide range of problems including many problems from application areas outside chemical process engineering, the user may wish to supply his or her own row order. This might be the case if, for example, the problem is known to be initially well ordered or if the user wants to test the e ectiveness of an alterative reordering algorithm with the multiple front approach. Moreover, if the user has already factorized a matrix with a given sparsity pattern and wishes to factorize further matrices with the same pattern, the row ordering returned from the analyse phase for the original matrix can be reused. Note that stability is ensured because the factorize phase uses partial pivoting and, for each new matrix, the pivots are recomputed. In Table 3 .4, we compare the time for this so-called fast factorization" with that for the standard factorization that includes row ordering. The timings are for the analyse phase plus the factorize phase; in each case, the number of blocks in the singly bordered block diagonal form is 4 and 4 processors of the Origin2000 are used. We see that the savings achieved by reusing the row ordering are signi cant and conclude that, if a user needs to factorize more than one matrix with similar sparsity patterns, it is worthwhile nding a good ordering and then avoiding further reordering.
Minimum pivot blocksize
As discussed in Section 3.3, the size of the minimum pivot block in uences the e ciency of the code. Based on our experiments, we h a ve set the default pivot 12 blocksize to 8 but, as other values may be more e cient on di erent platforms and di erent problems, this is a parameter that the user may c hoose to reset.
Storage of L factors
If the user supplies right-hand side vectors to the factorization phase, forward elimination operations are performed as the partial L and U factors are generated. Thus it is only necessary to store the L factors if the user wishes to solve later for further right-hand sides. To minimise storage requirements, HSL MP43 o ers the user the option of not storing the L factors.
3.4.6 Preordering of A An early design decision was not to incorporate code for preordering of the matrix A to singly bordered block diagonal form within HSL MP43. There we r e a n umber of reasons for this. Firstly, in some applications, the matrix naturally occurs in the required form. Secondly, although the recent MONET code of Hu et al. 2000 performs well on the chemical process engineering problems considered in this paper, HSL MP43 is designed to be a general-purpose sparse solver that may be used to solve linear systems arising from di erent applications. In such cases, alternative approaches to reordering may need to be considered. While reordering unsymmetric matrices to bordered form remains a subject of active research, we decided not to tie HSL MP43 to one particular preordering algorithm but to leave this step in the hands of the user. Note, however, that we plan shortly to include a version of the MONET within HSL 2000. This will make it straightforward for the user to employ MONET and then HSL MP43.
Numerical results
In this section, we illustrate the performance of HSL MP43 and compare it with that of the frontal code MA42 and the general sparse direct solver MA48 Du and Reid, 1996 . Default values are used for all control parameters. MA42 and MA48 do not use the bordered block diagonal form 2.5. For MA42, the rows of A are preordered using MC62. For each solver, wallclock timings in seconds are presented for three execution paths, namely: 1. Analyse + Factorize + Solve AFS : This is the time required to perform the analyse phase, to determine a pivot sequence, to compute the L and U factors of A, and to perform the forward elimination and back-substitution operations to solve Ax = b for a single right-hand side b. 2. Fast Factorize FF : This is the time taken to factorize a matrix having the same sparsity pattern as one that has already been factorized. 3. Solve S: This is the time to solve Ax = b by performing forward elimination and back-substitution operations using previously computed L and U factors of A.
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We rst present timings on the Origin2000 for HSL MP43 run on 1, 2, 4 and 8 processors, and compare it with MA42 and MA48 run on a single processor. For HSL MP43, the number of blocks in the singly bordered block diagonal form is 8. We h a ve not run on more than 8 processors because most of the problems are not large enough to reorder into more than 8 blocks. As the number of blocks increases, so does the number of interface variables and, for small problems, solving the interface problem can quickly dominate the overall computational cost. The times required for AFS are given in Table 4 .5. The time taken to preorder the rows of A for MA42 using MC62 is included in the analyse time.
In Table 4 .6, timings are presented for the fast factorize FF and, in Table 4 .7, timings are given for the solve S . We see that, in general, on a single processor the AFS time for MA42 is faster than that for HSL MP43. There are a number of exceptions, notably the ethylene problems. For these problems, using the MSRO algorithm to order the rows of A for MA42 does not improve the row order su ciently for the frontal method to perform well. For these problems, by preordering A to bordered block diagonal form and then ordering the rows within each block and using the multiple front approach, we are able to produce sparser factors.
For example, for ethylene-1 the factors computed using MA42 have 3 5 10 5 entries whereas the HSL MP43 factors have a total of only 7:8 10 5 entries.
HSL MP43 is, of course, designed to be run on more than one processor and, for each problem, using only two processors, HSL MP43 outperforms MA42. The performance of HSL MA43 improves as the number of processors increases to 4 and to 8, although for the smallest problems the speedups achieved are less than for the large problems. The MA42 solve is signi cantly slower than HSL MP43. This is because MA42 uses the BLAS during the forward elimination and backsubstitution operations and, as discussed in Section 3.3, on the Origin2000 it 14 was found to be faster to use indirect addressing and no BLAS when solving for a single right hand side. Currently, MA42 does not o er the user the option of not using the BLAS. On a single processor, HSL MP43 generally does not perform as well as MA48. However, the analyse phase of MA48 with the default parameter values used in our experiments can be relatively slow so that, for some problems including 4cols and 10cols, MA42 and HSL MP43 on a single processor are signi cantly faster than MA48 for AFS. As the number of processors increases, HSL MP43 generally outperforms MA48, particularly when used for the largest problems, 15 for which it is primarily designed. We note that we w ere not able to use MA48 to solve problem lhr71c because there was insu cient memory denoted by NS, emphasising the limitations of traditional serial sparse solvers. Although the fast factorize for MA48 is faster than for HSL MP43, it is more restrictive. The fast factorize phase of MA48 uses exactly the same pivot sequence that was computed on the initial factorization. It should, therefore, only be used if the user is con dent that the changes to the numerical values of the matrix have not made this sequence unsuitable. To c heck the solution, the user may decide to use the iterative re nement option o ered by the solve phase of MA48. This adds a signi cant o verhead to the execution time, but is not included in our results see Du and Reid, 1996 . By contrast, HSL MP43 only reuses the row assembly order and uses partial pivoting for stability for the initial and subsequent factorizations.
Timings on other platforms
Experiments have also been performed on other platforms. In Table 4 .8 we present timings for HSL MP43 on a Compaq DS20, which has 2 processors. Desktop computers with a small number of processors are increasingly common as they become more a ordable and our results illustrate the very worthwhile speedups that can be achieved using just 2 processors. In Table 4 .9 timings are given for HSL MP43 when run on 2, 4 and 8 processors of the Cray T3E-1200E at Manchester, UK. As in the other experiments reported on in this paper, the factors were held in main memory and no use was made of direct access les. Working in main memory, i t w as not possible to solve lhr71c using only 2 processors denoted by NS. Clearly, w e could use the option o ered by HSL MP43 to hold the factors in direct access les, but in our experience it is not possible to achieve consistent repeatable timings on the T3E if there is a signi cant amount of I O. Again, good speedups are achieved as the number of processors increases, particularly for the larger problems. 
Concluding remarks
We h a ve designed and developed a general-purpose multiple front c o d e f o r solving large sparse unsymmetric systems of linear equations in parallel. The code HSL MP43, which i s i n F ortran 90 with MPI for message passing, has been written using our extensive knowledge and experience of frontal methods and, in particular, uses the established frontal solver MA42 combined with the row ordering algorithm of Scott 1999. Experiments have been run on a numberof practical problems arising from chemical process engineering applications and we h a ve a c hieved good speedups using up to 8 processors. Numerical results have also shown that, for large problems run on 4 or 8 processors, the new code can signi cantly outperform the serial codes MA42 and MA48. Larger test examples are needed for experiments on more than 8 processors; we w ould welcome being given access to such data to perform further tests.
In this paper, we h a ve presented HSL MP42 timings for runs performed on an Origin2000, a 2 processor Compaq machine, and a Cray T3E. The code can, however, be run on any system with a Fortran 90 compiler and MPI available. In particular, a cluster of workstations that can communicate using MPI could be used. Results reported by Du and Scott 1994b illustrate that this kind of approach can be very e ective. When working in a network-based environment, it is important to consider how the matrix data is input to the code and where the matrix factors are stored. For e ciency, the amount of data movement b e t ween processes needs to be minimised. Because of this HSL MA43 was designed with a number of di erent input data options. On a cluster of workstations, the default option is recommended whereby all the element data required by a process is read by that process. In addition, if direct-access les are needed to hold the matrix factors, the user should ensure that the les are held locally. This can be achieved by appropriately setting the parameters for the direct-access le names. Full details are given in the user documentation.
The code HSL MP43 is available for use under licence through HSL 2000. Anyone interested in using the codes may contact the author for details or see http: www.cse.clrl.ac.uk Activity HSL.
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